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Abstract.
This report describes the third, sequential, census of kokako at “Sanctuary Mountain” Maungatautari. This census was conducted during September and October of 2018.
Nineteen territorial pairs were confirmed, a further pair was observed for only 15 minutes
so is treated as unconfirmed. Six territorial singles were located, making up a total of 44
confirmed territorial individuals.
The 22 un-banded territorial kokako located suggest good productivity and recruitment.
Overall, as a result of further recruitment of previously transferred kokako and productivity,
the territorial population grew by 122% during the past 12 months.
Kokako favour higher elevations at Maungatautari; 69% of territorial kokako were located in
highest (over 550 m) 20% of the habitat; the lowest 55% of the habitat (under 450m)
contained only 11% of territorial kokako.
Twenty-two banded kokako were sighted during this census including 5 not seen last season
and an additional 4 not seen since their release. The total “potential founders” (individuals
paired through a breeding season) is now 26, including 3 un-banded males which are
assumed to have been old birds from a relict Maungatautari population.
The Maungatautari kokako population is now more stable, more responsive to play-back,
and more vocal than it has been during the past 2 seasons – in general kokako here now
behave and react similarly to kokako in any other population.
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1.0 Introduction.

Sanctuary Mountain, Maungatautari is a pest-proof-fenced mainland wildlife sanctuary in
the Waikato region of the central North Island, New Zealand. The site is located 15 Km
southeast of Cambridge and 17 Km east of Te Awamutu.
Sanctuary Mountain, Maungatautari encompasses private land, Maori land and Crown land
and is administered by the Maungatautari Ecological Island Trust (MEIT). The 47 Km pestproof fence was constructed during 2003 – 2006 and encompasses 3400 Ha of primarily
forested landscape. Intensive pest removal operations followed to rid the site of all
introduced mammalian pests except house-mice (which remain on the main mountain but
are controlled in some smaller enclosures) by March 2007.
Maungatautari is an isolated and heavily eroded andesite-dacite composite volcanic cone
abutting a ridge of greywache on its western flank. The volcanic activity was Pliocene—
Pleistocene age (1.8 million years before present) with the peak of Mangakara being formed
by one of the last eruptive periods. The andecite -dacite base-rock has been overlaid by
ignimbrites and ash showers from more recent eruptions from the Taupo basin and these
substrates have been mixed by lahar and erosion activity (Olsen 1950). Soils are generally
acidic, well drained and of low natural fertility. The elevation ranges from 260 m up to 797
m at Maungatautari peak.
Vegetation of Maungatautari is predominantly indigenous forest; in the lower reaches of the
mountain, scattered rimu and rata emerge over a canopy of tawa, mangeao, kamahi, hinau,
miro, rewarewa and pukatea; this grades into a forest of tawari, kamahi, tawheowheo,
broadleaf and Halls’ totara towards the summits.
MEIT have run a programme of reintroductions to restore species which had become extinct
at the site. During 2015 and 2016 North Island Kokako (Cinerea wilsoni) were re-introduced
to Sanctuary Mountain; 18 birds (10 female) during 2015 and 22 (7 female) during 2016. All
the kokako were from Mangatutu, Northern Pureora (David Bryden, unpublished report).
An initial census of the newly formed Maungatautari kokako population was completed
during October 2016, shortly after the final kokako were released. 31 individual kokako,
including 10 pairs were recorded, however it was noted that pairings were unstable and still
evolving – probably as newly arrived kokako changed the population dynamic (Jones 2016).
A second kokako census was conducted between 11 September and 19 October 2017 (Flux
2017). During this period 7 confirmed pairs and 2 unconfirmed pairs were present, together
with 7 territorial single birds. It appeared that there was still much movement and
disruption of pairs. This report also suggested the strong possibility that a small number of
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old male kokako may already have occurred at this site – relics of an original distribution prior to the transfer of more birds from Pureora.
This report covers the third census of the Maungatautari population, conducted during
September and October 2018.
Note that these census counts record territorial kokako only. Non-territorial kokako may
approach an observer playing “mew” calls, but rarely approach closely. Non-territorial
kokako more commonly avoid playback entirely or respond cautiously from a distance with
low contact calls (“nyeps”, “mews” or “tooks”) and are often not seen by the observer.
Territorial kokako will approach play-back within their territory and usually will respond
with their own territorial song as a challenge to the assumed “trespasser”. In every
population, therefore, one expects an additional pool of non-territorial kokako which are
not counted – this pool includes sub-adults (which have never bred) and adults which have
lost territories or not yet settled following transfer.

2.0 Methods.
Kokako census followed the standard methods recommended by the Kokako Recovery
Group (Innes and Flux 2001). Survey was conducted between 06.40 and 17.00 each day. The
author, working alone, traversed main ridges and spurs stopping every 200m to play a series
of pre-recorded kokako calls. Routes taken covered most routes used by Jones (2016) and
Flux (2017); a few additional routes were used this year to expand coverage into further
areas, particularly to increase coverage at lower elevations.
Weather conditions were recorded each day, alongside actual hours spent searching.
First “mew” calls are played, followed by 5-minutes listening; further “mew” calls and 5minutes listening and then freshly-recorded Maungatautari (or Mangatutu) territorial-song
followed by 5-minutes listening. Any response to these calls was noted together with the
compass bearing and estimated distance. Any bird(s) responding within 200m of the
observer were then located and followed. Birds responding at greater distances (eg on an
adjacent ridge) were noted on a field map to be checked on subsequent visits. I attempted
to follow birds for at least 30 minutes to identify and record the number of birds present in
any group, record any leg bands or other distinguishing features, observe pair interactions
and whether birds sang “full territorial song”. If birds did not sing they were “challenged”
with further song-playback to determine whether they were territorial within that site. Any
feeding observations were also recorded. GPS tracking was used to record routes surveyed
and all play-back stations were recorded as waypoints. All kokako encounters were also
recorded on GPS.
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2.1 Acceptance Criteria. If a single bird was followed for at least 25 minutes, had blue
wattles and sang territorial song I accepted them as a “territory holding single”. I accepted a
“pair” when 2 adults moved closely together for 25 minutes or more and showed typical
pair behaviour (moving/perching closely, mutual feeding, bill tapping, duet singing) and
without chasing or other signs of animosity. Birds not meeting these criteria were recorded
as “unconfirmed”.

3.0 Results.
3.1 Weather. Weather throughout the 2018 survey period was near to ideal, mostly fine
calm days with light winds. Surveying was only carried out on 4 days which included light
showers and cooler weather and, by choice of site, effects of wind on those days was
eliminated.
3.2 Survey coverage. Tracks used for survey were mostly the same as those used by Jones
(2016) and Flux (2017) although I used a few extra routes to cover some additional habitat,
particularly at lower elevations (figure 1). During 2018 I used 329 play-back stations (figure
2), compared to 296 used in 2017. Any areas where a bird(s) was heard singing but not seen,
or where a bird(s) could not be fully identified, were revisited later.
In total 188 person-hours were spent surveying during September – October 2018.
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Figure 1. GPS traces of routes walked during 2018 kokako census.
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Figure 2. Location of play-back stations used during 2018 census.

3.3 Kokako behaviour. Jones (2016) and Flux (2017) reported that kokako at Maungatautari
seemed surprisingly quiet; during these earlier surveys unsolicited song was rarely heard
and response to song-playback was subdued compared to other sites. During 2018,
however, the population appeared more settled and more vocal. Unsolicited calling was
heard frequently, particularly around the upper Quad track, top of Brookes and Northern-2
tracks where several territories are now present. I found most territorial birds encountered
to be reasonably responsive to playback – with only 4 of the 20 pairs located this year being
noticeably quiet and non-responsive, these 4 pairs all seemed to move away from playback
and avoid interaction (as was the situation with most birds encountered last season!). Only
one pair could not be followed for sufficient time to meet the survey criteria. Courtship
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feeding was observed within several pairs and one pair was seen briefly collecting and
carrying moss and twigs – I saw no evidence of nesting having begun, though some pairs
were clearly building up to it.

3.4 Territorial Kokako count.
Kokako responded well to pre-recorded calls during this survey, and listening conditions
were near perfect during the 2018 census. Very few sites needed to be revisited and most
territorial birds encountered were able to be followed for the required 30 minutes without
much difficulty. No singing was heard from any areas where territorial kokako were not
identified – so in general I have a high degree of confidence in the survey results this season.
Having said that standard kokako census technique should not be expected to identify 100%
of territorial birds in any given year!
I confirmed a total of 19 kokako pairs and 6 single territorial kokako. An additional pair
behaved in all ways as a pair - moving closely and interacting as a pair - but due to the
difficult vegetation and topography these were followed for only 15 minutes so are
considered as unconfirmed. (figure 3 and table 1).
Of the 20 pairs, 3 were in the same territories as recorded by Jones (2016). A total of 7 pairs
(including the 3 from 2016) occupied the same territories described in Flux (2017). One pair
located during 2017 was occupying a different territory in 2018. Ten pairs were occupying
entirely new territories, not occupied last season; the remaining 2 pairs had formed in
territories held by a single bird during 2017 (figure 4).
I also encountered several non-territorial kokako, some were clearly sub-adults (from both
their calls and plumage characteristics), others showed adult characteristics – one of these
was colour banded (figure 3).
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Table 1. Territorial Kokako recorded in September – October 2018 survey of Maungatautari.
Identification

Pair or
Single

Met
Criteria

Track

Easting

Northing

Alt.
(m)

Same
Site
2017
Near
No

G/M L/G & UNB
G/M G/W & R/M Y/L

P
P

Yes
Yes

E1827598 N5787963
E1825845 N5788136

505
595

R/M W/G & UNK
B/M B/O & UNB
UNB & UNB 1
UNB & UNB 2
UNB & UNB 3
UNB & UNB 4

P
P
P
P
P
P

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

MPL
Quad/OTM/
MPB
Top Holmes
Mid Holmes
Taylors
Quad/OTM
Top TAL
Northern 2

E1826705
E1826792
E1826718
E1824865
E1826465
E1826538

N5786636
N5786456
N5789250
N5786276
N5786423
N5789816

632
550
627
452
609
605

UNB & UNB 5
UNB & UNB 6
UNB & UNB 7

P
P
P

E1825032 N5787336
E1827145 N5788176
E1827325 N5788296

521
593
622

R/M R/G & R/M Y/G
R/M G/Y & W/R R/M
R/M G/O & R/M
G/W
O/M B/O & R/M Y/R

P
P
P

Yes
Yes
Yes

E1826012 N5787296
E1825298 N5787610
E1824672 N5787910

605
551
586

Yes
Yes
Yes

P

Yes

E1825765 N5788550

652

R/M ?/? & UNB

P

Yes

E1825618 N5786016

443

Yes (now
Pr)
No

G/M Y/O & G/M L/B

P

Yes

E1825032 N5785730

390

No

G/M Y/G & G/M O/R
G/M G/R & UNK.

P
P

Yes
Yes

E1826285 N5787073
E1827405 N5787276

623
506

No
No

G/M L/O & UNB

P

Mangaohoi
Top MPF
Maoripack/
MPF
WFJ
QDB
Bigone
MGH
Quad
Bigone
Otautora/
Waterfall
Sthn Fence/
Waterfall
Top TAH
Mangakara/
MKB
Brooks/MPF

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes (now
Pr)
No
No
No

E1827112 N5788263

631

No

R/M O/Y
G/M G/Y
UNB

S
S
S

E1826385 N5788750
E1823572 N5787283
E1826218 N5789036

772
437
706

No
No
No

UNB
UNB
UNB

S
S
S

No
(15min)
Yes
Top Brooks
Yes
Rocky Ridge
Yes
Top
Northern2
Yes
Quad/QDB
Yes
OTM
Yes
Top Te Aka

E1825552 N5787736
E1826032 N5787696
E1826445 N5787796

607
659
654

No
No
No
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Figure 3. Location of territorial kokako observed during 2018 census.
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Figure 4. History of Maungatautari Kokako Territories.

3.5 Banded kokako
Twenty-four banded kokako were sighted, of these 22 were identified by the entire
combination (table 2), two were not fully identified. Of those identified seven were
probable females, and 15 probable males. Ten (4 female: 6 male) were from the first
releases (29/9/15 to 28/10/15) and 12 (3 female, 9 male) were from the second releases
(16/4/16 to 19/10/16). Only 1 banded kokako (G/M O/G) was located during 2017 but not
located during 2018; this bird was previously a territorial single on QDB track. During 2018 I
located 5 colour-banded individuals which were not recorded in 2017 and an additional 4
individuals not recorded since their release.
Four banded kokako seen during 2016, have not been relocated during either 2017 or the
current census (though note that one of these is a banding duplicate so we can’t be sure it
was sighted during 2016).
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Table 2. Colour banded kokako re-sighted 2018 at Maungatautari.
Bands Sex Date
released
RM-WY M

Origin Site

Sighted 2018

Date
sighted

N

N

30/09/2015 West Ridge Pr N
2

Y

RM-WB M

30/09/2015 West Ridge Pr 2 N

N

WRRM

9/10/2015 PT591

Y

Y

9/10/2015 PT591

N

N

RM-YL M

9/10/2015 RangiPapaPr6 Y

Y

With G/M G/W, upper Quad/OTM 22/9/18
With G/M G/W on MPB/Alberts
19/10/18

RM-YG M

10/10/2015 RangiPapaPr5 Y

Y

Pr with R/M R/G, (same site as
2017), WFJ

26/9/18

RMWG

F

M

RM-WO F

RM-YB F

29/09/2015 Rimu/Gordon

Seen Seen
2016 2017

Pr with R/M G/Y, QDB (same site
as 2017)

18/10/18

N

N

10/10/2015 Red Pr 1

Y

Y

With R/M G/O, (same site as
2017).

23/9/18

RM-YR F

11/10/2015 Skid Pr02

Y

Y

With O/M B/O, quad below TBO.

22/9/18

RM-YO F

11/10/2015 Skid Pr02

N

N

11/10/2015 RangiPapaPr3 Y

Y

Pr with W/R R/M, QDB (same site
as 2017)

18/10/18

With R/M G/W, (same site as
2017)

23/9/18

With R/M Y/G, WFJ tk. (same site
as 2017)

26/9/18

RMGW

M

RM-GY F
RM-GR F

10/10/2015 RangiPapaPr5

With unknown mate top of Holmes 4/10/18
(same territory as 2017)

N

N

RM-GO ?

18/10/2015 RangiPapaPr6 Y

Y

RM-RY F

28/10/2015 West Ridge Pr 2 N

N

RM-RG F

28/10/2015 West Ridge Pr Y
2

Y

RM-OL F

28/10/2015 West Ridge Pr 5 N

N

RM-OY M

28/10/2015 West Ridge Pr N
5

N

Single, Top of Taylors

8/10/18

GM-LY M

16/04/2016 West Ridge
Pr2

Y

N

Single, non-territorial, MGF area

21/10/18

17/04/2016 Rangi Papa 5

Y

N

GM-LG M

17/04/2016 Rangi Papa 6

Y

Y

Pr with UNB on MPL (similar area
to 2017)

20/10/18

GM-YG F?

19/04/2016 Red Pr1

Y

N

Pr with G/M O/R, top Waterfall tk. 26/9/18

GM-LR M

20/04/2016 West Ridge Pr5 N

N

GM-YO F

1/06/2016 Rangi Papa 6

Y

N

1/06/2016 Rangi Papa 6

N

N

GM-YL

M?

GM-YR M?

18/10/2015 RangiPapaPr5

Pr with G/M L/B, Southern
fence/Waterfall.

24/9/18
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GM-LB M

2/06/2016 Red Line 1

N

N

GM-YB F

16/06/2016 West Ridge Pr2 Y

N

Pr with G/M Y/O, feeds Y/O,
Southern fence/Waterfall

24/9/18

GM-LO M

16/06/2016 West Ridge
Pr2

N

N

L/O sighted (not other leg) with
UNB mate, MPF track

19/10/18

OM-BO M

30/08/2016 West Ridge
Pr2

Y

Y

With R/M Y/R, Quad nr junction
with TBO (OM B/O same site as
2017, newly paired)

22/9/18

BM-BO F?

30/08/2016 West Ridge
Pr2

Y

Y

Probably a male, courtship fed
unbanded mate. Holmes. Same
site as 2017)

5/10/18

GM-OR M? 31/08/2016 Puha Pr 1

Y

N

Pr with G/M Y/G on Waterfall

26/9/18

GMGW

Y

Y

With R/M Y/L, Summit/Quad
junction
(2 birds with this combo)
Same pr seen MPB/Alberts.

22/9/18

F?

GM-GY M
GM-GR M

1/09/2016 Kid Pr 1

1/09/2016 Kid Pr 1
10/09/2016 Rangi Papa 6

N

N

Territorial single (2 birds with this
combo)

23/9/18

Y

N

Seen with unknown mate,
Mangakara/MKB

9/10/18

GM-GO M?

11/09/2016 Kid Pr 1

Y

N

GM-OG M

19/09/2016 WC Pr2

N

Y

GM-RO F?

20/09/2016 Gordon Pr 2

N

N

WC Pr 2

N

N

GM-GW M? 19/10/16

Rangi Pr 1

Y

N

GM-GY F? 19/10/16

Rangi Pr 1

N

N

GM-RY M

15/10/16

19/10/18

3.6 Un-banded kokako.
There were now 7 unbanded pairs; 4 unbanded members of pairs; and 4 unbanded
territorial singles; a total of 22 unbanded territorial adults. Approximately half of all
territorial birds are now young birds hatched at Maungatautari.
No juvenile/sub-adult kokako were observed moving with any of the pairs observed in this
census, nor were any seen within or near to any of the pair territories. I had several
encounters with non-territorial first-year kokako (squeaky calls and brownish plumage) and
at least 2 of the unbanded kokako in pairs were though to be first-year birds. Clearly there
were several nests fledged successfully during the 2017/2018 breeding season.
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3.7 Changes to territories between 2017 and 2018 census periods.
Seven pair territories were occupied by the same 2 individuals as were present during 2017,
3 of these have remained the same since 2016. Two territories previously occupied by a
single now have a pair present and one pair has remained the same since 2017 but now
occupy a new area.
In general, this population is now developing greater stability in that it has exhibited much
less movement and re-pairing of birds than was described during 2016 (Jones) and 2017
(Flux).
Thirteen new pairs have established during the past 12 months.
3.8 Population consolidation.
Initial territory establishment on Maungatautari was widely scattered (Flux 2017). During
2017, 3 territories were isolated by greater than 1 Km from their nearest identified
neighbour and a further 6 territories were greater than 500 m from their nearest neighbour.
New territories formed during the past 12 months have tended to form clusters adjacent to
existing pairs, although 4 of the new pair-territories are greater than 750m from their
nearest neighbour.
The north-west of Maungatautari (between Bigone track and Northern Quad track) remains
unoccupied.
3.9 Habitat and Kokako Distribution on Maungatautari.
The vegetation of Maungatautari shows a strong altitudinal gradient but also shows a range
of stages of recovery from historical logging, burning and grazing. Younger regenerating
forests below 400 m have a predominance of kamahi, mahoe, karamu, kanono and pate,
often tangled with thick growth of supplejack. Mature forest between 300 m and 400 m is
dominated by tawa, rewarewa, some rimu with frequent mahoe and pigeonwood in the
upper-understorey. Between 400 m and 500 m tawa and rewarewa decrease in abundance
and there is an increasing frequency of mangeao in the canopy. This 400 m to 500 m zone
also shows increasing abundance of shrub-hardwoods, particularly mahoe and pigeonwood,
but also kanono, karamu, pate and toropapa.
From 500 m up to the peak (797 m) the forest canopy grades to one of predominantly
kamahi, tawheowheo and tawari – though tawa remains relatively frequent, particularly in
more sheltered sites, shrub hardwoods decrease in abundance – though toropapa,
pigeonwood, karamu and kanono still occur in sheltered sites within this zone. Kiekie and
fern become more predominant in the understorey.
During this 2018 census kokako territories were, again, mostly in areas where tawa and/or
mangeao dominated the canopy and where pigeonwood was a conspicuous element of a
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diverse shrub-hardwood sub-canopy/upper understorey. The altitudes given (table 1) are
the points at which the territory holder was first located – but, as ridges are the best place
from which to survey, these points may often represent one of the higher parts of that
territory.
26 territories were identified during 2018. The altitudinal distribution of these territories
was as follows: 1 (3.8%) was below 400 m (390 m), 2 (7.6%) were between 400 m – 450 m
(437/443 m), 1 (3.8%) was between 450 m – 500 m, 4 (15.4%) were between 500 m – 550
m, 4 (15.4%) were between 550 m and 600 m, 9 (34.6%) were between 600 m – 650 m., and
5 (19.2%) were over 650 m.
The distribution of kokako suggests a strong preference for higher elevations; 69% of
territorial kokako were located within 20% of the Maungatautari area which exceeds 550 m
elevation (685 ha is at 550 m or above).
The northwest of the Maunga (between Northern 2 and Bigone) remains unoccupied….. no
terrtitorial kokako have been located within this area during the past 3 seasons. Vegetation
within this area appears similar to vegetation at corresponding elevations elsewhere on the
Maunga – other than the small area of stunted shrubland around the 2 volcanic outcrops
(Rahiri 1 and 2). It is possible that the area has a different soil structure and chemical
composition associated with these volcanic plugs. It is noteworthy that hihi are also rare or
absent within this quadrant of the Maunga.
3.10 Feeding Observations.
When good views of birds were obtained during the survey I had the opportunity to record
foods being eaten. The following foods were recorded (table 3). All foods observed are
foods commonly utilised at other kokako sites.
Table 3. Observed foods of Maungatautari kokako, September – October 2018.
Date

Identity

Food

20/9/18
20/9/18

UNB (PAB-Quad Jn)
UNB (PAB-Quad Jn)

20/9/18

UNB (PAB-Quad Jn)

20/9/18
22/9/18
22/9/18
23/9/18
23/9/18
24/9/18
25/9/18
26/9/18
26/9/18

UNB (PAB-Quad Jn)
R/M Y/L
O/M B/O
R/M G/O
G/M G/Y
G/M Y/O
G/M Y/O+ G/M L/B
G/M O/R
G/M O/R

Asplenium flaccidum frond
Unripe Pseudopanax arboreus
fruits
Phymatosorus diversifolius
young frond
Ripe supplejack fruit
Ripe supplejack fruit
Earina autumnalis leaf
Earina mucronata leaf
Bagmoth
Young growing tips on rimu
Earina mucronata flower buds
Asplenium flaccidum
Phymatosorus diversifolium
fertile frond.
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4/10/18
4/10/18
4/10/18
5/10/18
6/10/18
6/10/18
6/10/18
18?10/18
19/10/18
19/10/18

UNB A153
UNB A160
R/M W/G
B/M B/O
UNB A201
UNB A201
UNB A201
W/R R/M (A260)
UNB A270
UNB A269 (with G/M L/O)

Asplenium flaccidum frond
(pigeonwood?) leaf
Scale insects from Puka
Scale insects from Puka
Female eats moss tips
Female eats Asplenium fla.
Male eats Asplenium fla.
Scale Insects off puka
Asplenium flaccidum.
Earina mucronata buds

4.0 Conclusions.
4.1 Weather and survey conditions were ideal throughout most of the survey period.
4.2 Survey Coverage. The tracks covered during this 2018 census were mostly the same as
those used during 2017 and by Jones (2016) and provide an adequate coverage of this site.
During the 2018 survey I had the opportunity to increase the coverage at lower elevations
on the Maunga – though no new kokako territories were located in any area which was not
previously surveyed.
Coverage could certainly be improved by increasing either the number of observers or the
time allocated to the survey but again I would not expect this to greatly alter the survey
outcome, particularly at this early stage of establishment. However, given the rapid increase
in pair numbers, higher proportion of unbanded birds, and increasing pair density in several
catchments, it may be necessary to allow more time and a second observer to complete
surveying of this site during 2019.
4.3 Kokako behaviour. During 2016 (Jones) and 2017 (Flux) it was noted that kokako at
Maungatautari seemed particularly quiet and unresponsive. During 2018 the calling and
responsiveness of the population at Maungatautari seemed similar to that which I’d expect
at other sites. Unsolicited song was heard at dawn on several mornings and often involved
birds from several territories interacting. I suggest that this is in part a result of significantly
better weather conditions for this survey. However, I suspect that the main reason for the
increased responsiveness is due to the more stable and established nature of the
Maungatautari population.
4.4 Altitudinal Distribution. Kokako recruitment at Maungatautari demonstrates a
preference for habitat types at higher elevations. 69% of territorial kokako were located at
over 550m elevation; 20% (685 ha) of the 3300 ha Maungatautari Sanctuary is in this zone.
Conversely, in the 1834 ha (55% of the sanctuary area) lying below 450m elevation only 3
(11.4%) kokako territories were identified.
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4.4 Territorial Kokako count. In total 44 territorial kokako were confirmed (22 of them
banded, 20 un-banded, 1 unknown). One further pair (G/M L/O and UNB) were only
followed for 15 minutes, however, from behaviour I felt certain these were also a good
territorial pair – if accepted this brings the total to 46 territorial individuals.
The territorial Maungatautari kokako population has more than doubled during the past
12 months.
4.5 Pair:Single ratio and poor recruitment of females. Territorial kokako included 20 pairs
and 6 territorial singles (compared to 7-9 pairs and 7 singles last season) – so the pair:single
ratio has begun to normalise. Six territorial singles within a fast-growing kokako population
in a predator-free site still, however, seems a little unusual.
Looking at the gender of all banded kokako located during 2018 it is interesting to note that
only 7 are thought to be female, compared to 15 males. At the time of release the gender
ratio was near equal (17 females: 23 male or unknown). For whatever reason it appears that
females from both 2015 and 2016 releases have had poorer recruitment that males. This
may in part explain the surprising number of singles (usual male birds) holding territories.
4.4.1 The disappearance of old, pre-transfer (?) males. Flux (2017) suggests the possibility
that some, or all, of the 3 unbanded males observed in territorial pairs with banded females
(Jones, 2016) may have been survivors from a relict Maungatautari population. During 2017
one of these pairs was still present; during 2018 none of these pairs remained. None of their
previous territories are now occupied. Of the 3 banded females involved, one was not
relocated, and the other 2 are now paired with banded males at new sites. Clearly it is not
possible now to identify any of these older, unbanded, males – however their disappearance
from the territories they once occupied may suggest they are now gone…. And this would
indeed be consistent with their being older birds!
During 2018, the only 2 unbanded kokako with known (banded) mates were both females.
4.5 Banded kokako
Forty banded kokako were released at Maungatautari between 2015 (18 birds) and 2016 (22
birds). Fourteen (35%) were detected as territorial (or possibly territorial/unconfirmed)
during the 2017 census, including 9 (50%) birds released during 2015, and 5 (23%) released
during 2016.
During this census 22 (55%) of all released birds were identified, this comprised 10 (55%) of
the 2015 released birds and 12 (55%) of 2016 released birds. (a further 2 banded birds are
present in pairs but have not yet been fully identified)
One non-territorial banded kokako, from the 2016 releases, was observed – telling us that
recruitment of transferred kokako is, as yet, incomplete.
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4.5.1 Genetic founder population. During 2018 there are 21 banded individuals in pairs and
therefore with the potential to breed this season. A further 2 banded individuals and 3 unbanded (assumed un-related old Maungatautari males) were members of pairs during 2016
and/or 2017 – these bring the total potential founders (birds known to have been paired
through at least one breeding season) to 26.
4.6 Un-banded (juvenile) kokako. Several squeaky (1 year-old) kokako were encountered,
mostly non-territorial but also a few young female members of new pairs. This season 18
unbanded individuals were present in pair-territories, an increase of 13 since last season.
Clearly there has been a healthy level of nest success over the past 2 years and this,
together with ongoing recruitment of transferred individuals, has driven a 122% increase in
the number of territorial pairs .

4.7 Habitat and feeding. The habitat on Maungatautari appears very similar in species
composition to other sites where kokako flourish. Particularly in the middle altitude zone –
450-650 m shrub-hardwoods, including pigeonwood (important foods for breeding kokako)
were relatively abundant. This altitude band appears to be where most kokako territories
are establishing.
Many NZ plant species vary in their productivity from year to year depending on complex
climatic variables. This season appears to be exceptional flowering year for many species. I
have never seen Toropapa flowering so heavily anywhere before – the entire forest was
perfumed with this species during the census period. Harakeke, Ti, Hinau, Tawari,
Porokaiwhiri (Pigeonwood), Rewarewa and Tataramoa (Bush-lawyer) were all in heavy
flower during the census. Such a major flowering event can be expected to drive a
particularly long and productive kokako breeding season. Kokako are capable of fledging 2 –
3 consecutive nests during major flowering/fruiting seasons!
Kokako foods recorded during this census presented no surprises; all foods observed are a
regular part of the kokako diet at other sites.
Recommendations.
•

•

Some further recruitment of transferred birds should be expected over the next
year, though I would expect that this will account for only a few more “founders”. By
three years after the last releases (October 2019) most recruitment of the
transferred kokako should have occurred. After next years census I would suggest
that the estimated founder size is re-assessed.
I recommend a further top-up transfer(s) in the winters of 2020 and 2021. Planning
and permitting for this, in consultation with the Kokako Specialist Group, could
commence now to allow plenty of time to develop a plan, gain funding and source
contract staff for the job.
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•

•

•

•

I suggest that a permit for the transfer of up to 30 further kokako is sought: on the
grounds that survival to recruitment may be similar to previous transfers (~ 55%).
The actual number sought might then be reduced a little if, prior to October 2019,
further kokako have recruited.
For the 2019 census it may be necessary to employ a second observer for at least
some of the survey period to help resolve boundaries between unbanded pairs as
the kokako density (and proportion of unbanded individuals) increase.
I suggest that MEIT work with their dedicated volunteers to establish regular and
systematic kokako monitoring on the Maunga throughout the summer/autumn. This
could include some or all of the following actions:
o Identify mate of G/M G/R (Mangakara/MKD).
o Identify mate of R/M W/G (top Holmes/ SYB).
o Identify pair around Otauhora/Waterfall Junction.
o Monitoring a sample of 5 of the pairs identified in this report for signs of
breeding activity (or lack thereof).
o Visiting all pairs during January to April 2019 to identify re-nesting and/or any
fledglings with these pairs.
o After April 2019 develop a regular roster for visiting kokako pair territories to
get volunteers accustomed to their non-breeding behaviours and activities –
which in turn will make it easier to identify breeding activity next season.
o After April 2019 survey any areas not covered by the maps in this report
using play-back to attempt to identify any new pairings.
o Maintain a register of all sightings of colour banded kokako.
Maungatautari, due to the absence of browsing mammals, has some very dense
growth of shrub-hardwoods and vines, it is very difficult to move about off-track and
tracks rapidly become overgrown. I greatly appreciated the efforts to re-cut many of
the tracks prior to this census…. a concerted effort to keep up maintenance of all
tracks would certainly benefit all those doing field-work on the Maunga.
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Paul Drage and Janelle organised all the MEIT kokako volunteers to come together for a
short training and question/answer session. I hope the training serves you all well…. With
persistence you can all become experts at this! I encourage you all to persevere with these
sometimes uncooperative but wonderful birds and help unlock some more of their
mysteries!
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